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Why use a vCISO?
Immediate leadership to deal with security incidents, breaches and
managing your organisations threat and risk profile
Ensure legal and regulatory best practice and compliance
Protect the business and management risk inherent in any
IT transformation
Immediately address security skills shortages

What does a Telstra Purple vCISO deliver?
Provide strategic advice to address business priorities and evolving
security threats
Chair information security steering committees
Represent information security at board level
Interface with regulators, banks and other compliance regimes
Provide information security architecture and design
Deliver information security projects including managing the program
and technical resources
Access to managed security services protecting against threats and
vulnerabilities, and security assessment services such as penetration
testing of servers

Our vCISOs deliver on demand access to top-flight security
professionals who can provide advice and assistance
whenever required.
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The need for a vCISO
A CISO might seem unattainable for some, however smaller organisations are in no way immune to these
security concerns. It’s also true that a full time CISO is not the right fit for everyone.
The Telstra Purple vCISO is subscription based and can flex according to your demands. It offers substantial
savings against hiring a permanent CISO and significant advantages in skill and experience against
appointing or assigning CISO responsibility internally.

Experienced Security Leaders
Telstra Purple vCISOs are senior information
security leaders with experiences of security
management and driving improvement and
change in both technology and practice.
They’re capable of working seamlessly with
your organisation to define, articulate and drive
information security strategy.
Our seasoned security experts are technically
proficient and able to advise on the architecture
and design of solutions, as well as the direct
management of technical resources to deliver
projects faster and at lower risk.

Why Telstra Purple?
We believe it’s people who give purpose to our
technology, and it’s the power of purposeful
technology that inspires people. Putting purpose
and people at the core of everything we do brings
a brilliantly connected future closer to your reach.
Today’s ever-expanding digital landscape poses a
growing number of security threats to organisations
and their employees, and it can be challenging
to identify, implement and maintain the right
safeguarding measures. Recent escalations in
fines for data loss show that it’s not just hackers
that put organisations at risk, the threat landscape
is rapidly changing and is still not fully mature or
widely accredited. Our team of highly skilled and
experienced Security Consultants and Engineers
work with our clients to protect what is unique
to them, whilst enabling them to focus on their
core business.

About
Telstra Purple
A team of 1500 technology experts across the globe
specialising in network, cloud, security, collaboration,
mobility, software, data and analytics, and design.
Built on a foundation of acquisitions we are
a powerhouse of demonstrable experience
and expertise.
We’re committed to collaboration. We bring the best
people across our organisation together with yours to
design, build and deliver outcome-based solutions.
We’ve built strong partnerships with industry leading
vendors including Microsoft, AWS & Cisco but always
deliver purpose-built solutions, with people at
the centre.
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